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ENERGY

What leaders have to say about it...
“CCAs have already invested
over $2.5 billion to build new
renewable energy here in
California, supporting over 3,000
‘green collar’ jobs, and our
programs directly support social
equity and fair rates. Together,
we’re leading California towards
achievement of its ambitious climate goals through
a framework of choice, transparency and equity.”
- Dawn Weisz, CEO, MCE
“One of the benefits will be that we
will have much greater local control
over the source of our energy. With
that comes the ability to better
align our energy sources with our
local policies and the expectations
of our constituents.”
- Mike Webb, City of Davis Assistant City Manager
“Through this innovative new program, we have
succeeded in not only increasing
the renewable energy content
consumed by the citizens of
Lancaster, but also lowering their
energy rates. This places money
squarely in the pockets of
Lancaster residents and
businesses, giving them more
purchasing power while also
keeping more money right here in our local
economy.”
- Rex Parris, Mayor of Lancaster

“There is a great opportunity
to use the examples that other
CCAs have established to
help our elected officials and
community members
understand that this is real,
and that there are some great
opportunities and benefits of
Community Choice.”
- Katie Barrows, Director of Environmental
Resources, Coachella Valley Association of
Governments
“With all 20 cities and the
county signed on to
participating in Peninsula Clean
Energy, we are well on our way
to providing cleaner power to
county residents and
businesses at favorable rates.
The enthusiasm and
excitement around this new energy model has
exceeded all expectations.”
- Dave Pine, San Mateo County Supervisor
“We saved [Sonoma County]
homeowners and businesses
$6 million last year, and that’s
all being pumped back into
the local economy, so to me,
this is an environmental and
economic investment.”
- Mark Landman, Sonoma
Clean Power Chairman and
City of Cotati Councilmember
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Flip theforSwitch
Clean Air and Local Jobs
Community Choice Energy efforts are underway
in over half of California’s counties and 300+ cities
How It Works:
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Community Choice is a local program that buys and
generates electricity for business and residents. It
introduces competition and choice into the electricity
market with a focus on local, renewable energy to stimulate
rapid innovations in clean energy systems. As not-for-profit
public agencies, Community Choice energy providers are
not obligated to increase shareholder returns, but rather are
committed to stable, competitive pricing for consumers
and increasingly resilient, clean, and local energy systems.
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COMMUNITY CHOICE RESULTS:

$33 MILLION

in customer savings resulting
from Community Choice
Energy in 2016

8-FOLD INCREASE

in money invested locally using
clean energy funds generated through
Sonoma Clean Power

> 1,000 MEGAWATTS
of new renewable energy
now online as a result of
Community Choice Energy

Learn more
Please contact us to learn more about Community Choice and how you can build a successful
program in your community:
Woody Hastings
707-525-1665 x117
woody@cleanpowerexchange.org

Clean Power Exchange is a program of the Center for
Climate Protection, which works statewide to help
communities considering Community Choice.
www.cleanpowerexchange.org

